# Alter Ego: Méthode de Français [level 1, 2, 3, 4]

**Call number/Cote:** 440/MET/ALT1-4

<table>
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**Physical description:**
- 1 textbook + 1 student CD (for each level: 1, 2, 3, 4)
- 1 exercise book (for level 1, 2, 3)
- 1 pedagogical guide for level 1, 2, 3
- 1 evaluation booklet + 1 CD each for DELF A1 & A2
- 3 CDs for the class (level 1); 3 CDs for the class (level 2);
- 2 CDs for the class (level 3); 2 CDs for the class (level 4)
- a DVD (for each level 1, 2)

**Summary of Content:** This method is to be used in the class setting with the help of a French instructor as the texts and recorded material can be challenging for the students studying on their own. Geared toward adults or young adult French learners, this method meets the basic principles of the CECR with an emphasis on communication skills for the beginner level. For each level, the method is composed of nine thematic sections with three-course units for each section. This textbook is based on a progressive approach of communication goals, based on comprehension activities, expression and grammatical practices. Transcriptions of the audio material and answer keys to the exercises can be
found at the end of the book, as well as a brief grammar sketch and a glossary. A student’s exercise book with CD and answer keys complements the textbook. The pedagogical guides, available for level 1, 2 & 3, provide teaching suggestions, answers to the exercises in the students’ text as well as the scripts of all recorded sections. A DVD (level 1) and an Evaluation Booklet (preparation for the DELF) for level 1 and 2 are also available to complement the lessons contained in the students’ text.

**Level:** A1/A2 [Basic User (level 1, 2)] for Alter Ego 1

A2/B1 [Basic User (level 2), Independent User (level 1)] for Alter Ego 2

B1 [Independent User (level 1)] for Alter Ego 3

B2 [Independent User (level 2)] for Alter Ego 4

**Public:** FLE learners, Adults

**Teaching suggestions:** Designed for a total of 120 hours of class, the textbook’s internal division for each unit provides a clear division and ample content for each class. Grammatical topics and exercises, often briefly presented, should be complemented with additional material for more in-depth practice. Students should be encouraged to use their exercise book.

**Call Numbers:** 440/MET/ALT1-4 [level 1 to 4]

For Alter Ego 1: [Student text with 1 CD]

440/MET/ALT1/liv CD440/MET/ALT1/ele

[3 CDs for the class]

CD440/MET/ALT1/clas/1-3

[Student exercise book]

440/MET/ALT1/cah

[DVD + Guide]

DVD440/MET/ALT1 DVD440/MET/ALT1/gui

[Pedagogical guide]

440/MET/ALT1/gui

[Evaluation booklet DELF A1 + CD]

440/MET/ALT1/eva CD440/MET/ALT1/eva
For Alter Ego 2, see call numbers starting with 440/MET/ALT2
For Alter Ego 3, see call numbers starting with 440/MET/ALT3
For Alter Ego 4, see call numbers starting with 440/MET/ALT4